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Meditations and concepts of philosophers of the XX century suggest 
that the power of language stretches to such extent that language creates 
reality in some specified sense. The power of word is huge if not to say 
determinative as regard to one or another objective reality. It should, how
ever, be recognised that the relation of language and reality is notable for 
specific complexity.If summarize changes in philosophical thought, it is 
possible to define a triad within which the philosophy considers the lan
guage phenomenon. This triad is‘consciousness  language  society’. Inthe 
XX century the language problem became increasingly important in this 
triad and gained in authority influence.
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Джон Серлидің әлеуметтік 
шынайылық теориясы 

контекстіндегі тіл

ХХ ғ. фи ло соф тар дың ойтол ға ныс та ры мен тұ жы рым да ры тіл
дің би лі гі нің ора сан ды ғы сон ша лық – ол бел гі лі ма ғы на да шын дық ты 
жа сай ды де ген ше шім ге же те ле ді. Сөз дің би лі гі зор, тіп ті қан дай да 
бір пән дік шын дық қа қа тыс ты ше шу ші деу ге де ке ле ді. Де ге ні мен, 
сөз жоқ, тіл дің шын дық қа де ген қа ты на сы ерек ше күр де лі бо лып 
та бы ла ды. Фи ло со фия лық ой дың өз ге ріс те рін қыс қа ша қо ры тын
ды лайт ын бол сақ, фи ло со фия тіл бол мы сын мы на үш тік тұр ғы сы нан 
қа рас ты ра ты нын анық тау ға бо ла ды. Бұл үш тік: са на – тіл – қо ғам. ХХ 
ға сыр да бұл үш тік ора сан мән мен ық пал ға ие бол ды.

Түйін сөздер: әлеуметтік шынайылық, тіл, пікір, күш, ұжымдық, 
өнертабыс, мәртебелік қызмет.

Байдлаева А.К. 

Язык в контексте теории  
социальной реальности  

Джона Серли

Раз мыш ле ния и кон цеп ции фи ло со фов XX в. при во дят к вы во ду, 
что влас ть язы ка прос ти рает ся нас только, что язык, в оп ре де лен ном 
смыс ле, тво рит реаль нос ть. Влас ть сло ва яв ляет ся ог ром ной, ес ли 
не ска зать оп ре де ляющей от но си тель но той или иной пред мет ной 
реаль нос ти. Од на ко, бе зус лов но, сле дует приз нать, что от но ше ние 
язы ка и реаль нос ти от ли чает ся осо бой слож ностью. Ес ли по пы тать ся 
дос та точ но крат ко ре зю ми ро вать из ме не ния в фи ло со фс кой мыс ли, 
то мож но оп ре де лить триаду, в рам ках ко то рой фи ло со фия расс мат
ри вает яв ле ние язы ка. Эта триада: соз на ние – язык – об ще ст во. В 
этой триаде проб ле ма язы ка в ХХ ве ке приоб ре ла ог ром ное зна че ние 
и влия ние.

Ключевые слова: социальная реальность, язык, мнение, сила, 
коллективные изобретения, статусные функции.
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Among deepphilosophical ideas of the last decades there are 
hardly such works, the authors of which arrogantly set themselves 
up to find aformula of the accelerated solution to the burning issues 
of the modern world and a person. On the contrary, in most cases 
philosophers consciously refuse common and direct decisions. 

The key, in particular, lies in common for modern philosophy 
recognition of the fact that sources of in-depth problems to a large 
extent stem from a person himself and from his inner world. A per-
son suffers not because heis not able to cope with some external 
problems, but because he is not able to cope with himself, with his 
own thoughts and consciousness. Therefore he has a hard time solv-
ing external problems. 

A philosopher differs from other people not because he knows 
the truth which is beyond ‘common’ people’s contrivance, but 
because hein a professional way analyses the implicit inmost 
recesses of the inner and social world, veiled from the superficial 
glance, and by means of language and consciousness he can clear up 
the notions, hidden in the depths of the unthought. In some situations 
the philosophy renders into other language the problems, hidden 
in common, ordinary language in order to clarify these problems. 
In general, language becomes a subject of focused attention of 
philosophers as in many cases the modern philosophy links themere 
existence of philosophical problems to the fact of their rootedness 
in language, and resolution of such problemsis associated with their 
reformulation when using more exact language. 

Meditations and concepts of philosophers of the XX century 
suggest that the power of language stretches to such extent that 
language creates reality in some specified sense. The power of 
word is huge if not to say determinative as regard to one or another 
objective reality. It should, however, be recognised that the relation 
of language and reality is notable for specific complexity. Existence 
of one or another abstract name does not necessarily require the 
actual existence of such subject or phenomenon, and at the same 
time, the absence in one or another language of any name, certainly, 
doesn’t mean the nonexistence of this subject. It can demonstrate the 
peculiarity of the language - reality relation. 

If summarize changes in philosophical thought in the XX 
century, it is possible to define a triad within which the philosophy 
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considers the language phenomenon. This triad 
is‘consciousness - language - society’. Inthe XX 
century the language problem became increasingly 
important in this triad and gained in authority influence. 
The language problem has never been so actual and 
interesting to philosophers and representatives of 
other fields of science. Young sciences, studying the 
problems when language is at the origins,developed 
very activelyinthis period. Those are such sciences 
as linguistics, sociology, psychology, semantics, 
semiotics and others. Language wastreated as the key 
element of theobjective reality, revealing or hiding 
its secrets. 

The modern conditions of the globalizingworld 
set ambitious goals for uson production, accumulation 
and transfer or delivery of knowledge and informa-
tion. Modernization andirretrievably accelerating 
technical progress, multicultural and multilingual 
modern society demand further improvement of 
information exchange. The communication tools,that 
form stereotypes and forms of thinking of the 
public, including language, accordingly require 
very careful analysis in all senses and respects. 
Due to urgent need the multicultural globalizing 
world creates new forms of communication tools, 
like the software programming language or world 
languages with a large number of international 
terms which shall not be translatedinto national 
languages. These languages become the reflection 
of today’s culture, its rational need. Whetherwe 
like it or not, the dominance of such languageswill 
be increasing in the globalizingworld, with its 
developed leading countries, and each subsequent 
generation will perceive more and more such 
domination not as something alien, but as their own. 
However the principle of openness must dominate 
and will dominate in the modern world with its 
developing technologies, because this particular 
principle is capable to embrace and, of course, to 
rulelarge number of people, countries and nations 
and therefore, to affect them directly or indirectly, 
to exercise their will and authority.Development of 
global network and the Internet is a fertile ground for 
this tool of authority. Posting some knowledge and 
information in global network is the most reliable 
way of advancing values, own culture and language. 
And within this framework the younger generation 
of Kazakhstani research scientists face a large-scale 
problem to close a big gap in this direction. 

Indeed the part which is beyond the vital world 
has increased tremendously on account of the modern 
world conditions. A person is not able toassimilate 
flows of varied information falling upon him, and to 
assimilate this information. Thus it is not uncommon 

that a person fairly well masters a language in which 
the information becomes available for him. It may be 
concluded that a language extent is always slightly 
more and wider than a thinking extent- thinking as 
the process which is own, direct and live asset of 
aperson. 

All the above circumstances of the modern soci-the above circumstances of the modern soci-
ety lead to big changes inlanguage. Language starts 
performing new functions, creating a basis for for-
mation of new sign systems. The understanding of 
language as the communication tool is supplement-
ed with understanding of thelanguage role in the 
thinking and cognitive processes. All thinking and 
cognitive processesand their results are implement-
ed absolutelywithin the sphere ofthe language activ-
ity. Therefore research and analysis of language are 
very useful to gnoseological research. 

In mass society the process of socialization of 
anindividuum is inherent in ‘dictatorship of lan-
guage’. Society ‘goes intoa person’ by means of lan-
guage of mass communications. In the process of 
mastering such language a personisinvoluntarilytak-
en captive of common opinions, ideas, prejudices, 
assimilates ready options of estimates of one or an-
other public phenomena.In other words, automation 
or stereotypification of thinking of each separately 
taken individuum in that particular society is car-
ried out, and under conditions of mass globalization 
it is carried out in this global world with its social 
networks. Within this world the mass language has 
a total character, covering all life spheres. And in 
this sense, a person is absolutely powerless before 
this total power of language. However comprehen-
sion of this phenomenon led modern philosophy not 
to ‘revolt’ against language, but on the contrary to 
understand that by means of language a persongets 
the real opportunity to become a human being, and 
more than this, he gets the real opportunity to ex-
ercise the real power over other individuums. The 
structural character of language with its tools is the 
basis for implementation of power. 

One more confirmation of the aforesaid is a very 
popular idea in philosophy of the last two centuries 
that language is the main factor forming the 
worldview, and respectively a position of a person 
towards the around world [1]. 

John Searle, an American philosopher and 
the Professor of Philosophy at the University of 
California, Berkeleyis one of the most often cited 
and widely known authors of the modern theory 
of social reality, and interrelation of language 
and power.One of his bright works is the book 
‘Making the Social World: The Structure of Human 
Civilization’, published in 2010 [2]. In this book 
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theauthor developed the ideas, earlier published in 
his work ‘The Construction of Social Reality’ in 
1995 [3]. 

John Searle was formed in traditions of analytical 
philosophy, but in consequence of long research 
works he exceeded the scope of this tradition. One 
of the reasons for that is that he writes on various 
subjects though his colleagues prefer to concentrate 
on certain aspects of one or two subjects. For the long 
career Searlehas written works on such subjects as 
language philosophy, consciousness philosophy, the 
nature and structure of social institutes, ontology, 
science and theory of causality [4]. 

Butapart from the fact that he worked on all these 
subjects simultaneously, he could synthetise them 
all and form one ‘big picture’ of his philosophical 
concept. His position is considered to be reactionary. 
He responds against strong and world-renowned 
modern tradition of postmodernism which sometimes 
seems to set targets to destroy almost all pre-existent 
viewpoints - especially our sense of reality. Searle’s 
position also overreacts the dominating point of 
view about consciousness in modern psychology 
and philosophy, according to which the matter of 
the nature of consciousness is completely ignored or 
isn’t taken seriously because it can’t give the accurate 
theory of explaining the psychical phenomena. 
Searlewonders why modern neurobiology, being 
directly engaged in brain function andusingthe 
cutting-edge research technologies, still is not able 
to provide a unambiguous answer to a question on 
the nature of consciousness. 

One more reason why Searle is beyond the 
analytical philosophy isthe fact that he speaks about 
the problems of language not only to the benefit 
of philosophers, but of linguists as well; he speaks 
about problems of consciousness not only from the 
standpoint of philosophers, but of psychologists as 
well; he speaks about problems of the social world 
not only from the philosophical, but also from the 
sociological point of view; and the fact that he speaks 
about causality and a scientific explanation of the 
social facts kindle not only philosophers’ interest but 
also interest of  scientists of a wide variety of spheres. 
As a result, his works are of interest to representatives 
of various fields of study and sometimes seem as 
having nothing in common [5]. 

In the book ‘Making the Social World: The 
Structure of Human Civilization’ Professor 
Searlepresents the detailed theory of social reality. 
According to this theory all social world is made by 
one type of logical-linguistic operations - declaration 
of status functions. The innovation of this theory is 
the attempt to explain all social facts and the origin 

of all social institutes and phenomena on the basis 
of the one structure. According to Searle, all social 
phenomena, such as marriage, cocktail parties, 
money, laws and other components of the social 
world consist of one and the same similar base 
blocks. The scientist’s earlier known theories, such 
as the speech act theory, the intentionality theory, 
the theory of rationality and philosophy of language 
became a basis for the explanation of the theory[2]. 

In his work ‘The Construction of Social Reality’ 
starting fromChapter 1 Searle actively speaks in 
defence of realism, meaning that there is the real 
world independent of our thought and speech, and 
he speaks in defence of the concept of compliance 
of truth that our true statements usually become the 
truth thanks to things that exist in the real world 
which exists irrespective of these statements. ‘I think 
that realism and the matching concept are essential 
assumptions of any normal philosophy, without 
mentioning science, and I wanted to clear some of 
the reasons that make me think so”, Searlestates [3].

Almost in all his works including this one, Sear-his works including this one, Sear-
leadvancesarguments in favor of the idea that there 
is a reality which is completely independent of us. 
Besides, he also protects the truth correspondence 
theory, as the author’smethod consists in investigat-
ing the structure of facts that make our assertions true 
and to which they correspond when they are true.
Thus, for Searle the main metaphysical prerequisites 
are realism, the correspondence theory, the special 
epistemological status of natural sciences, distinc-
tion of objectivity and subjectivity in ontological 
and epistemological dimensions. At thatSearle calls 
realism and the correspondence theory (the corre-
spondence theory of truth) the indispensable prereq-
uisitesof any sensible philosophy. Searle’s research 
is the search and the answer to the following ques-
tion: what is the rank of the social world in the ge-
neric structure of reality?Inother words, he address-
es the ontological issue ofreality, in particular, the 
ontological issue of the social world nature in which 
there is a person and a society. In this respect the re-
alism is obviously an indispensable prerequisite for 
the solution of this issue and the prerequisite for sci-
entific research. To understand the nature of social 
reality and investigate it, we have to be convinced 
of its ontological reality and epistemological objec-
tive ‘tangibility’. Yes, the social world can have the 
ontologically subjective nature, but we should have 
no doubts concerning its epistemological objectiv-
ity. Social facts of thesame ontologically subjective 
nature as regard to the real world, consisting of at-
oms and other particles, however having accurate 
epistemological objectivity as regard to collective 
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recognition of the existing social facts, can serve as 
the proof of it. Unlike postmodernists,Searle doesn’t 
try to ‘create concepts’. Generally, in all his works 
Professor tries to avoid an ambiguitywhile explain-
ing the nature of one or another facts. He claims for 
a genuine explanation of the social reality structure. 
The main issue is the fact that the true description of 
the social world is the ultimateattainable task. In his 
research Searle extremely distinctively reasons his 
theories bythe availability of objectively existing so-
cial facts, theindispensable prerequisite of which is 
the availability of objectively existing social reality. 
‘I don’t attempt to design a model; I try to develop 
a theory which contains a set of important facts on 
how the society actually functions’,Searle notes[3].

Despite the seeming simplicity of these theories 
(we suppose this is due to Professor’s talent to state 
thoughts briefly, clearly and specifically, and at the 
same time extremely thoroughly, avoiding ‘blurring’ 
of thought and obscurantism in philosophy), John 
Searle’s researches possess deep metaphysical 
loading. His theory of social reality covers wide 
layer of metaphysical problems, offering an accurate 
explanation of social facts. It is extremely difficult to 
argue with his arguments. It is obvious that the main 
objective of this work is to improve and amplify the 
theory earlier mentioned by the author - from the 
special theory to the general theory of social reality. 
At that the central role in creation of social reality is 
given to such phenomenon as declaration.

It is possible to summarize the fundamentals of 
social ontology according to John Searle’s theory. 
The external world in which we live completely 
consists of physical particles and force fields. 
Most of them are systematized, and the science 
pursues them in general. Some of these systems 
are living, and some of these living systems have 
obtained consciousness. Intentionality comes with 
consciousness –it is one more key element of Searle’s 
theory of social reality. Intentionality is an ability 
of an organism to represent objects and conditions 
of the world. The understanding of intentionality 
helps to understand how language works in general. 
From the evolutionary point of view, language is 
the top, built on the pre-language, biologically more 
primitive forms of intentionality. Belief, desire, 
hope and fear are all intentional. 

A very important point in this theory is the 
understanding of ontological objectivity and 
subjectivity, and epistemological objectivity and 
subjectivity respectively. In ontological sense, 
‘objectivity’ and ‘subjectivity’ are predicates of 
objects and types of objects, and refer to a mode of 
existence. In ontological sense, pain is subjective 

because its existence depends on feelings of the 
subject. But compared to pain,mountainsare 
ontologically objective because their existence 
doesn’t depend on the perceiving or intellectual 
state [2].

We can do epistemologically subjective judgments 
about objects which are ontologically objective, and 
similarly, we can do epistemologically objective 
judgments about objects which are ontologically 
subjective. For example, the statement‘I’ve got a 
backache’is an epistemologically objective fact, but 
pain exists depending on the subject, therefore, such 
statement will be ontologically subjective.

This is a very important condition not only 
for understanding the theory of social reality, but 
also for research of consciousness and language, 
and speech acts. Searle notes that the problem of 
research of consciousness is in misunderstanding 
of this difference of objectivity and subjectivity. In 
particular, Searle askedneurobiologists a question on 
the nature of consciousness, and for a long time he got 
the same utterly dissatisfyinganswer.Consciousness 
is subjective, and science is objective, therefore there 
can’t be a distinct objective scientific explanation 
for such phenomenon as consciousness. But in his 
works Searledenies this conventional tradition. 
He takes economicsas an example. Economics is 
quite an objective science,however it investigates 
ontologically subjective, but epistemologically 
objective processes in human society, in fact, social 
facts and activity of social institutes, such as money 
for example.Searle demands to apply this approach 
for conducting the research of consciousness. 
He claims that there is a difference between the 
properties that we could call common to an object 
by nature and those properties that exist depending 
on the observer’s intentionality, etc.

For example, cars, money, a flag of the state, etc 
possess a certain physical weight, color, consist of 
certain chemical elements, etc. - all these properties 
are inherent in objects, but at the same time the true 
statement about these objects will be that they are 
what they are for us, observers, i.e. cars, money, a flag 
of the state, etc. At that all these epistemologically 
objective properties depend on the observer. It is a 
car, money and a flag only because people use them 
as those. 

Wewill draw conclusions for clarity of further 
research:

1. The existence of a physical object before me 
doesn’t depend on my attitude towards it.

2. This object has many properties which are 
internal or peculiar to it in the sense that they don’t 
depend on observer’s or user’s prescriptions. For 
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example, it has a physical mass and a chemical 
composition. 

3. This object also has some other properties that 
exist only depending on intentionality of agents. In 
particular, it is its functional status. For example, it 
is a flag of the state or money. The author calls such 
properties ‘dependent on an observer’. Properties, 
dependent on an observer, are ontologically subjective.

4. Some of these ontologically subjective 
properties are epistemically objective. For example, 
this not only my opinion that it is a flag or money. 
Their status function imposed by observers, 
isalready objectively established fact. 

5. Though the property to be money or a flag  
is the fact, dependent on an observer, the property 
to think that something is money or a flag (used as 
money, etc.) is internal for a person who thinks (uses 
money). Being money or a flag isthe fact, dependent 
on an observer, but properties of an observer that 
allow him to create such properties of the world, 
dependent on an observer, is the internal property of 
an observer[3]. 

Properties, dependent on an observer, depend 
only on an observer’s attitude. Properties inherent 
in object don’t give an idea of an observer and exist 
irrespective of him. If to be more precise, properties 
of reality inherent in an object are the properties 
that exist irrespective of intellectual states, except 
intellectual states which are properties of reality also 
inherent in an object. 

The author lays emphasis on differences between 
properties, inherent in object and dependent on an 
observer, because the social reality can be understood 
only in the light of these differences. Properties, 
dependent on an observer, are always created by mental 
phenomena of an observer, inherent in an object. These 
mental phenomena, like all mental phenomena, are 
ontologically subjective; and properties, dependent 
on an observer, inherit this ontological subjectivity. 
But this ontological subjectivity doesn’t contradict the 
statement that properties, dependent on an observer, 
are epistemologicallyobjective. 

Taking all the aforesaid into consideration, 
according to Searle at the heart of social reality, in 
the course of joint activity there is ability of people 
to impose on rough facts of the world (i.e. inani-
mated facts) the mode of some ideal expediency, or 
as Searlenotes -  appoint status functions. Forclarity 
we will note here once again that according to the 
above correspondence theory of truth theexistence 
of rough facts doesn’t demand any human institutes. 
Of course, the institute of language is required for 
establishing rough facts, but the statement of a fact 
should be distinguished from its establishment [2]. 

Asa result, people create the new reality consisting 
of the ‘institutional facts’ on the surface of rough 
physical facts. Behind this new reality in the first 
placethere is a collective intentionality,inherent in 
human community (as a result of biological evo-
lution) or ‘We are intentionality’, and secondly 
whatSearlenames‘constructive rules’ [3].

Constructive rules have a logical form: ‘X must 
be considered as Y within the context of C’. The ex-
istence of constructive rules differs human sociality 
from collective behavior of animals. If the latter is 
subordinated to instinct, and its variability is limit-
ed, then people creatively design their reality, using 
agreements, but the main thing is that they practice 
free play behavior patterns on the basis of ‘construc-
tive rules’. According to Searle, these rules func-
tion like Wittgenstein language games, i.e. they are 
rather flexible, are never realized completely as the 
fixed contracts, and are capable to change creatively 
in the course of theirconsistent application (itera-
tion). As a result, there are unpredictable nonlinear 
effects and the rules thatinitially serve to support the 
institutional facts,and can destroy them as well – for 
example, rules of monetary circulation and crash 
of monetary system. This is how people create and 
destroy the institutional facts of their world. From 
Searle’s point of view, it is essentially important that 
all institutional facts are the facts dependent on lan-
guage. Note that interpretation of this dependence 
is one of the most subtle aspects in Searle’s theory. 
Accordingto Searle the essence of strong linguistic 
dependence is in the nature of constructive rules – 
‘X is Y in C’. Here X is the rough fact of the world, 
say, a line on the earth or the line of stones, and Y 
is the ideal fact of collective consciousness, for ex-
ample, a border between two communities. To make 
the rule work successfully, ithas to be represented in 
the form of a collective intentionality. But language 
is, in fact, the only such form in which the rough 
facts of the world can be correlated to the facts of 
collective consciousness as language and conscious-
ness are identical on their logical structure, as we 
have seen it earlier. In other words, on the ground 
that in speech acts the logical structure of conditions 
of consciousness is presented, Searle draws a con-
clusion that the same speech actions are capable to 
represent the relation of rough facts and the facts 
of collective consciousness in a way, significant for 
this consciousness. Let us pay attention that in his 
work devoted to social reality unlike ‘Intentional-
ity’, Searle, by entering the concept of collective 
intentionality, thereby attributes to consciousness 
the status of special factuality, namely, factuality of 
institutional reality of collective consciousness, but 
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continues to insist on logical identity of language 
and consciousness [6].

In such a manner the theoretical strategy of 
Searlehas changed. Consciousness is the special 
region of facts (institutional), but this peculiarity 
does not have a special logical status. From the 
logical point of view, these facts of consciousness 
have the same logical dimension (importance), 
as any other facts of language, i.e. rough facts of 
the world, allocated with value, as they are created 
under conditions of principle dependence, any joint 
activity of the language. Language plays an essential 
role in creation of institutional reality. 

Even the simplest action of purchase and sale 
has big complexity. As the structure of the fact exists 
only depending on its representation, the complex 
facts demand complex system of representation 
for their existence; and language is such a difficult 
system of representation. 

According to Searle neither generally valid 
thought, nor joint action are possible beyond 
language. It is possible to say that the notable spirit 
of Kant thought is present in Searle’s theory by 
finding the necessity as the law of coordination of 
two incidents. In this case collective consciousness 
alone (ontologically) is accidental, rough facts of 
our world, their physical scale and dimension are 
also accidental, but the interrelation of that and 
another in the institutional reality of human life is 
necessary, and language is the way of presentation 
of this necessity. It is important that from the point 
of view of such understanding, languagedoesn’t 
comprise the law of the ‘predefined harmony’, but 
in itself it is a special type of practice and game in 
which some harmony is shown as becoming in the 
course of joint activity and its history[7]. 

That thread of thought gains further development 
and even some form of theoretical reflection in Searle’s 
work ‘Rationality in Action’. Here Searle formulates 
his own understanding of the sense of rationality in 
relation to human behavior. From his point of view, 
the main line of human behavior consists in lack of 
continuous causality thatbindsbelief, motives and 
actions in an integrated sequence. Or otherwise, the 
human behavior is always action under conditions 
of a gap. There are only three such gaps. The first 
one is related to the general comprehension of a 
situation and formation of the rational plan of action 
or preliminary intention. This process can’t last 
eternally and assumes a conscious choice of some 
final basis. The second one is related to transition 
from preliminary intention to the action itself that 
assumes jump from preliminary intention to intention 
in operation. And, finally, the third one is related to 

the temporary structure of operation and toconation, 
necessary to finish it. All three moments assume 
the solution of free will which fills a gap. As Searle 
believes, it is natural to human behavior to think freely 
motivated; however the last circumstance doesn’t 
make it irrational. Inthis case the essence of rationality 
consists in necessary coordination of freedom and 
institutional reality, whenfully functional act of man 
is possible. As we saw, language is a fundamental 
condition of existence of the institutional reality, and 
a special form of language action (the speech act), 
namely, “promise” acts as a fundamental condition of 
coordination of free will of a person and institutional 
reality of environment. This form establishes a 
specific class of institutional facts - “obligations” 
which, in their turn, are external rational basis of free 
will, i.e. such external basis which in appropriate 
cases becomes the internal motive at the proper 
time. By thata free subject, anindividualindicates 
to its action the discrete structure, which iswell 
proportioned to institutional reality. As Searle writes: 
“To organize ourown behavior and to manage it, we 
need to create an entity class that issimilar to desires 
on logical structure, but at that independent of desire. 
Briefly speaking we need a class of external factors 
of motivation which would represent the basis for 
activity. Such essences connect rational beings only 
assuming that rational beings freely create them as 
obliging themselves” [8, p.233]. 

From Searle’sessential standpoint, the ethical 
reciprocity of free subjects and formal reciprocity 
as a result of the general significance of language 
are essentially inseparable as it is impossible to 
divide the process of human behavior formation 
and conditions of language formation. Language is 
a practice, including and not least of all the practice 
of freedom in the conditions of institutional reality. 
The essence of this practice is that, by making the 
promise, a person as if crosses some border and 
opens the new sphere of values from the point of 
view of the first person and already from this position 
allocates the trivial general significance of language 
with ethical sense of reciprocity of free subjects. In 
other words, a person studies freedom in diverse 
linguistic usage, creating new forms of obligations 
and representing them by means of promises.

Also, it is notable to mentionProfessor’s attitude 
to the theory of a collective intentionality, which he 
considers to be biologically primitive phenomenon 
that can’t be reduced to individual intentionality. 
Searle calls the attempt to reduce collective 
intentionality to individual intentionalityas one of 
the errors of philosophical thought, and reduces 
its emergence to requirements of methodological 
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individualism. The simplest forms of social facts 
include simple forms of collective behavior. And 
any fact containing collective intentionality is 
considered to be the social fact.

Now let’sgo back to the role of language in 
designing the social reality. In work “Making 
the Social World: The Structure of Human 
Civilization” Searle refers to a problem of functions 
of language in more detail. Functions of language 
include the following: specifying, communicative, 
representative, expressional, declarative and other 
functions. Searleprovides an answer to a question 
about the main function of language which makes 
language to what it is: language couldn’t be language 
at all if it didn’t carry out the function of providing the 
mechanism which helps individuals to communicate 
with each other. That is the communicative function 
of language. Communication means exchange 
of information. But the term “information” is 
considered to be one of the most difficult, unclear 
and badly defined concepts of today’s intellectual 
thought, causing a lot of disputes and discussions. 
For attaining clarity, Searle reduces this function to 
exchange of intentional states,reflecting information 
on the world around. He allows one individual who 
acts as a speaker to express his thoughts, and to the 
second one who acts as a percipient to comprehend 
them, i.eto react, understand, accordingly change 
his behavior or mental affirmations. The act of 
communication wouldn’t be possible without 
language. 

Thereinbefore we mentioned the value of 
language in the course of designing the social 
reality. Transfer from rough state to institutional one 
is the linguistic transfer in itself because the X term 
now symbolicallyreflects something outside itself. 
But this symbolical transferrequires mental process. 
To possess a thought which creates transfer from the 
X term to Y status, there must be a thought carrier 
that possesses consciousness. We need something 
for thinking. Physical features of the X term are 
insufficient for the content of thought, but any object 
that can be conventionallyused as the carrier of this 
contents can be used for creation of thoughts. Words 
are most suitable for it as they are appropriated for 
this purpose. But formally, any standard marker 
will do it. It is simple to think in words, but it is 
much more difficult to think in people, mountains, 
etc. because they have too many excess properties 
and they are too unrepresentable. We use real words, 
but we can also use word-like markers as thought 
carriers. For example, road signs, signs of computer 
programs,emoticons that are extremely popular in the 
last decade and so on. Language is epistemologically 

necessary for creation of institutional facts of social 
reality. In the structure of institutional facts we 
impose the Y status function on the X term which 
doesn’t carry it out due to its physical constitution. 
Creationof a fact of ontological subjectivity is 
quite a difficult process, and at the same time it 
possessesquite real epistemological objectivity in 
the context of social reality. We can’t derive function 
or status out of physical properties when it comes to 
money, universities, professors and playing chess for 
example. Forexample to consider paper as money 
we must have some linguistic or symbolical way 
of representation of the created facts concerning 
functions because they aren’t derived directly from 
physical properties of objects. In other words, 
recognition of the fact that it is money, requires that 
it is linguistically or symbolically presented[9].

So, in summary we shall provide a number of 
functions thanks to which language is necessary 
for designing social reality and thanks to which it 
is possible to understand the complex mechanism 
of social reality and possibility of social facts as 
such. First, language is epistemologically necessary 
for creation of social reality. Secondly, social facts 
have to be transferrable, and as mentioned above the 
mandatory condition of social facts is the existence 
of collective intentionality.For functioning of the 
system, the created facts have to be transferred 
from one person to another. And strictly speaking, 
language explicitly accomplishesthis function. 
Even in simple cases of institutional facts, this 
transfer requires means of general communication, 
language, sign system as such. Thirdly, in real 
life the considered phenomena are extremely 
complicated, and presentation of such complicated 
information requires language. Even such obviously 
simplest activityas commodity-money exchange 
or conclusion of marriage has big complexity. 
As the fact structure exists only depending on 
its representation, the complicated facts demand 
complicated system of representation for their 
existence; and language is such a difficult system 
of representation of the created social facts. 
Fourthly, the considered facts remain irrespective 
of duration of belief and tendencies of the institute 
participants. The collective agreement as the result 
of a collective intentionality leads to creation of 
social facts and social institutes. Their continuous 
existence as existence of social reality in general, 
requires the means of representation independent of 
participants’state, rankedprimitiveto linguistic ones, 
and this representation is linguistic.

Certainly it is senseless to argue on the language 
significancefrom the standpoint of the modern 
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cornerstone of philosophy - the triad “consciousness 
- language-society”. But the analysis of the 
principles of these phenomena interaction, as well 
as the analysis of their essence in general, are 
extremely important. Revealingthe trends and basic 
principles of action within collective and individual 
intentionality would help to understand and solve 

manyexisting social problems, to unveil secretsof 
social harmony and social discord. Against the 
background of modern global changes and total 
instability this analysis could allow to predict 
possible options of social processes development, 
by applying fully effective research methods of 
epistemologically objective reality.
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